Varsity Boatmen Win Raven Class; Freshmen Sailors Cop Heptagonal

Racing at New London Saturday, the varsity sailors qualified for the NIRA Sloop Championship by capturing the Raven Regatta. Two squads were MIT 37, Yale 27, Harvard 22, WPI 27, and lastly MIT 37, Yale 27, Harvard 22, WPI 27. The Raven sloop was skippered by Jerry Slovin '59. The crew were Jan Morley '59, Charlie Baker '59, and Bob Hainey '59. The Tech sailors took third place, a second, and a third. In winning, the varsity exhibited their depth as first-stringers Dennis Posey '59 and Bill Whitall '59 went up for the Tech Regatta on Saturday, and did not participate in the contest.
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policy, one group concluded that it is their function merely to present the students viewpoint to the faculty—not having any power otherwise. The faculty in this same group greatly lamented the apparent disinterest the students have in talking with the faculty even though the faculty encourages these talks. Along with the faculty even though the faculty interest the students have in talking greatly lamented the apparent disinclination of students to the faculty Committee another group concluded that it was their function merely to present the students viewpoint to the faculty—activity oriented body.

In other sailing action over the weekend, the varsity Har- vard second in the Hoyt Trophy Regatta at Providence on Sunday, defeated by an 11-point margin.

Fresh Win

Leaving six opponents in their wake, the Tech freshman sailors won a hexagonal meet Sunday held at MIT. The top scorers were MIT 86, BC 81, BU 75. The contest was marked by 11 protests.

Sailing in the "A" division were Peter Ray and Bob Polk. In the "B" division for MIT were Edgar Ross and Dave Partlow. In winning, the varsity sailors qualified for the Raven Regatta on Saturday, and did not participate in the contest.

believing that the spirit and energy of the MIT student really isn't as low as some believe, and "Rules, Reputation and Judicial Systems, which draft primarily with the actions of Judicial Committee. The still present problem of Field Day, Freshman Orientation, and Communications were also on the agenda of groups. Considering the best function of Institute Committee another discussion revealed a need to change the structure of Institute Committee from a class-living group oriented to a body living group—activity oriented body.

OUTFITTERS FOR PROMS
BROOKLINE
FORMAL WEAR
(NEXT TO THE TEMPLE KEBELIETH ISRAEL)

THE NEW ROSE RED TUNIC JACKET
NOW AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL
RENT YOUR PROM FORMAL
AT OUR LOW RENTAL PRICE

SUNDAY ABOUT OUR GREAT RENTAL PLAN
OPEN DAILY TUE - WED. AND SAT. 9-TO 4

PROBLEM: How to get home for Vacation?

SOLUTION: Fly United Air Lines low-cost Air Coach!

Save valuable vacation time and money on thrifty, dependable United Air Lines. Carries low. And seats are arranged for a newly stretched-out comfort. Call or write your nearest United office or authorized travel agent today.